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Thoughts have Wings.

I have no words to tell thee how I love thee,
   Words are such feeble things,
But I have thoughts, sweet tender thoughts about thee,
   And thoughts have wings.

Therefore I take my thoughts and set them flying
   On pinions swift and light,
That they may bear the tumult of my sighing
   Far out of sight.

I send them far, to seek in their own fashion,
   To seek and find thy breast,
Then whisper all my love, and all my passion,
   And sink to rest.
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Song.

Words by
FRANCES M. GOSTLING.

Music by
LIZA LEHMANN.

Moderato assai. (As simply as a Folksong. Avoid all slurs except those marked.)

I have no words to

tell thee how I love thee, Words are such fee - ble things,

But I have thoughts, sweet ten - der thoughts a - bout thee, And
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thoughts have wings.

Therefore I take my thoughts and set them flying

On pinions swift and light.
That they may bear the tumult of my sighing
Far out of sight.
I send them far, to seek in their own fashion,
To seek and find thy breast,

Then whisper all my love, and all my passion, And sink

pp

To rest.
POPULAR SONGS BY LIZA LEHMANN.

Words by CURTIS HARDIN-BUKSLY. DADDY'S SWEETHEART.

Ms. Jone told me this morning Something that made me a sad; She said I'll have to marry a man Or

LITTLE MOCCASINS.

Words by LIZA LEHMANN.

(Dear little, a Spanish maiden in one with her hands on her shoulders.)

Us poco bente. J a 68.

Wait a while—wait yet, Ti by brown toe, Moons pass, Sun pass, So time goes. While you may perch a left In my shoe's fold,

THOUGHTS HAVE WINGS.

Words by FEANES M. GOSLING.

Moderato assai. (As simply as a Fugue.)

I have no words to tell thee how I love thee, Words are such for the things, But I have thoughts, sweet

PEARL AND SONG.

(There was a Star.)

There was a star which out of the height of Lebanon fell, And was lost, all was! The beautiful star fell in to the

EVERYBODY'S SECRET.

Words by LLOYD RAND.

Allegretto.

The sea pen is a quiet secret in the air. The sweetest kind of seer that
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